Early contacts between T lymphocytes and activating surfaces.
Cells continually probe their environment to adapt their behaviour. A current challenge is to determine how they analyse nearby surfaces and how they process information to take decisions. We addressed this problem by monitoring human T lymphocyte attachment to surfaces coated with activating anti-CD3 or control anti-HLA antibodies. Interference reflection microscopy allowed us to monitor cell-to-surface apposition with a few nanometre vertical resolution during the first minutes following contact. We found that (i) when a cell fell on a surface, contact extension was preceded by a lag of several tens of seconds. (ii) During this lag, vertical membrane undulations seemed to generate transient contacts with underlying surfaces. (iii) After the lag period, the contact area started increasing linearly with a rate of about 1.5 µm(2) s(-1) on activating surfaces and about 0.2 µm(2) s(-1) on control surfaces. (iv) Concomitantly with lateral surface extension, the apparent distance between cell membranes and surfaces steadily decreased. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the cell decision to spread rapidly on activating surfaces resulted from the integration of information yielded by transient contacts with these surfaces generated by membrane undulations during a period of about 1 min.